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MONDAY
 Markets shared sector-wide gains on Monday, with the tech-heavy NASDAQ leading the

way.

Major Stock Indices Performance Today…
S&P 500: 0.63%

Dow Jones: 0.62%
NASDAQ: 0.84%
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This survey gathers the opinions of Texas business executives on both current and future business
conditions in the manufacturing industry. Their thoughts on current conditions, in particular, provide a

unique insight into the health of Texas's current manufacturing production and demand, so we will focus
on current conditions in this article.

Out of the fifty U.S. states, Texas is the second-largest contributor to GDP, which means that
manufacturing activity in Texas may indicate the health of the manufacturing industry in the broader

U.S. economy.

Based on survey results in August, more business executives reported declines in production. Around
33% of the executives surveyed reported a decrease in production, the highest percentage since May

2020. What's concerning about the same percentage of executives reporting declines in production this
August and in May 2020 is that May 2020 was positioned in the middle of the COVID-19 Recession. For
the past several months, more and more executives have reported reduced production, and it's become

apparent that a trend is forming.

Compared to last month, the percentage of executives who reported a decrease in new orders, an
indicator of manufacturing demand, did not change. However, the percentage reporting increases in new

orders rose slightly from 17.5% in July to 19.8% in August. Despite a slight improvement since last
month, the percentage of executives reporting declines in new orders remains historically high,

indicating a slowdown in manufacturing demand.

Dallas Fed Manufacturing Survey (August)
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Adding to decelerating
manufacturing activity, a

higher percentage of firms in
August reported that they laid

off more workers than they
hired. Additionally,

employment is below the
historical average, indicating
that the labor market in the

Texas manufacturing industry
is cooling.

Although employment is
cooling, wages and benefits

are ramping up. Compared to
only around 22% of surveyed

executives reporting increases
in wages and benefits in July,

around 36% in August
reported wage growth at their

firm.

Dallas Fed Manufacturing Survey (August)

As a result of declines in consumer demand, company outlook fell, and general business activity
remained low this August. Both company outlooks and general business activity are significantly below

their historical averages, likely due to lower demand fueled by higher interest rates and tighter credit
conditions.



Company
Quarter 1
Revenue

Quarter 2
Forecast
Revenue

Quarter 2
Revenue

% Estimated
Quarterly
Revenue
Growth

Today’s
Stock

Growth

Best Buy $9.47 B $9.52 B $9.58 B 1% 3.86%

HP Inc $12.9 B $13.38 B $13.2 B 2% 0.13%

TUESDAY
Markets this Tuesday embraced optimism after the release of weak data on the state of the U.S.

labor market. While one would typically expect an indicator of economic slowdown to cause stocks
to decline, many investors are more concerned about the implications of a sustained high-interest
rate environment. This jobs report, known as JOLTS, measures fluctuations in hiring, layoffs, and

quitting across the United States. In this report, the total number of job openings fell from 9,165 in
June to 8,825 in July, indicating reduced labor demand. As a result of this decreased demand,

investors and analysts anticipate that the Federal Reserve is more likely to lower interest rates in
the coming months. What they find appealing about this prospect is that when the Federal Reserve

eventually lowers interest rates, borrowing will become significantly cheaper, making it more
affordable to make purchases on credit, particularly for significant expenses such as cars and

homes. The expectation associated with lower interest rates is that more affordable borrowing will
stimulate consumer and investment demand, thereby stimulating economic growth. It's important
to keep in mind, however, that a cooling labor market is not necessarily a cause for celebration for

the average American. In fact, it's a further sign that the United States could potentially enter a
recession within the next year, leading to significant financial and economic hardship for millions of

Americans.

Major Stock Indices Performance Today…
S&P 500: 1.45%

Dow Jones: 0.85%
NASDAQ: 1.74%

Earnings report data from major companies:
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MONDAYU.S. Consumer Confidence Survey (August)
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While consumer confidence had recently improved due to a series of optimistic economic data,
such as slowing inflation and lower unemployment, consumer confidence took a hit in August.
As a result of rising interest rates and a cooling labor market, consumers expect the American

economy to decelerate in the coming months. In fact, the "Expectations Index," which
measures consumers' expectations for near-future economic and financial conditions, fell from
88.0 in July to 80.2 in August. Additionally, an "Expectations Index" value of 80 has signaled a

recession in the past, indicating that current consumer expectations are very close to that
recession-signaling level.

That said, creating and maintaining an emergency fund is incredibly important in bolstering
financial stability. Recent data has been pointing toward impending financial and economic

challenges, possibly even a recession. Therefore, now is the time to save up for the possibility
of such challenges. As the labor market continues to cool and businesses hire less, the

likelihood of finding a job decreases, while the risk of job loss increases. In August, surveyed
consumers reported that job opportunities were scarcer compared to July. Being that job
openings are becoming more limited, the possibility of losing your primary income source

arises. While this can of course put significant strain on your finances, if you can plan ahead,
you can make it considerably easier to safeguard your finances from any severe financial stress

that would be caused by a layoff or extended period of unemployment.



WEDNESDAY
As a result of another weak economic data report, this time on real GDP, markets rose for a third
straight day this week. While lower real GDP means that the American economy did not grow as

much as people originally believed, it also suggests that the Federal Reserve may reverse its
economic policy stance sooner than expected, leading to lower interest rates. 

Although the first second-quarter real GDP figure came out at 2.4%, it was revised down to 2.1% on
Wednesday.

 Major Stock Indices Performance Today…
S&P 500: 0.38%

Dow Jones: 0.11%
NASDAQ: 0.54%
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MONDAYPending Home Sales (July)
Pending home sales, a forward-looking indicator of home sales, increased by 0.9% in July.

Based on this data, it is likely that home sales are set to increase, putting upward pressure
on home valuations. While many potential homebuyers are unable to purchase homes due

to low inventory and high mortgage rates, a strong labor market has been a pivotal factor in
current home demand. Since the labor market is beginning to cool, however, a combination

of high mortgage rates and fewer hires could slow down home demand in the U.S. and
possibly push prices down. 
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Company
Quarter 1
Revenue

Quarter 2
Forecast
Revenue

Quarter 2
Revenue

% Estimated
Quarterly
Revenue
Growth

Today’s
Stock

Growth

Broadcom $8.73 B $8.85 B $8.88 B 2% 3,43%

UBS Group $8.74 B $8.63 B $9.54 B 9% 5.61%

Lululemon $2 B $2.17 B $2.2 B 10% 1.20%

Dell Tech $20.9 B $20.86 B $22.9 B 10% 0.99%

Dollar
General

$9.3 B $9.93 B $9.8 B 5% -12.15%

THURSDAY
Despite the weak economic data from Tuesday and Wednesday, the PCE Price Index was released

this Thursday, revealing that PCE inflation rose in July. Although higher inflation does indicate
increased living expenses and, consequently, more financial stress, higher inflation is also a strong
indicator of economic expansion because it is often associated with growing consumer demand.
While, on one hand, recent data has suggested an economic slowdown, other data, such as the
PCE Price Index, indicates that the U.S. economy may be continuing to accelerate. As a result of

the confusion brought about by this conflicting data, markets ended the day with mixed results.

Major Stock Indices Performance Today…
S&P 500: -0.16%

Dow Jones: -0.49%
NASDAQ: 0.11%

Earnings report data from major companies:
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MONDAYPCE Price Index (July):
The PCE Price Index measures the price changes of various products and services that U.S.

consumers purchase. Decreases in the index indicate that prices have fallen, while increases
in the index indicate that prices have risen. In July, the PCE Index rose by 0.2% compared to

June and by 3.3% compared to a year ago, indicating an overall increase in prices.

What's most concerning about this increase is that significant progress has been made over
the past several months in bringing down inflation. Over the past year, PCE Inflation has

mostly followed a downward trend, with it only increasing one other time this year, by 0.1%
in April. PCE inflation hasn't increased this quickly the entire year, and as a result, it may
signal to the Federal Reserve that continued contractionary monetary policy (e.g., higher

interest rates) may be necessary.

Additionally, Core PCE Inflation, which excludes the prices of food and energy to limit the
influence of their volatility on the index, rose by 4.2% compared to a year ago, marking its

fastest increase of the year. While inflation may have been cooling throughout the majority
of the first half of the year, the inflation situation is now taking a different direction.
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FRIDAY
Markets were mixed on Friday as investors weighed Thursday’s PCE inflation data and Friday’s

data on the current state of the labor market. 

Major Stock Indices Performance Today…
S&P 500: 0.18%

Dow Jones: 0.34%
NASDAQ:-0.02%
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Employment Situation (August)
The unemployment rate, which represents the number of people currently out of work but searching for a

job compared to the number of people currently working, has risen to its highest level since February 2022.
While the past few months were marked by an incredibly tight labor market, Americans are now finding it

harder to secure employment, with the unemployment rate now standing at 3.8%.

Although the unemployment rate is incredibly helpful in understanding the health of the American labor
market, the unemployment rate has a flaw, namely the fact that it fails to account for discouraged workers

—people who want a job but have given up their search, usually due to limited work opportunities. If the
population of discouraged workers were counted as unemployed, the unemployment rate would look more

like 4% in August, compared to 3.7% in July.

While job opportunities are beginning to narrow, average hourly earnings in the private sector continued to
increase in August, rising to $33.82 compared to $33.74 in July. Over the last year, the average hourly

earnings of private-sector employees have risen by nearly 4.3%.
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S&P 500
Dow Jones Industrial

Average
Nasdaq Composite

Percent Change
(Monday)

0.63% 0.62% 0.84%

Percent Change
(Tuesday)

1.45% 0.85% 1.74%

Percent Change
(Wednesday)

0.38% 0.11% 0.54%

Percent Change
(Thursday)

-0.16% -0.49% 0.11%

Percent Change (Friday) 0.18% 0.34% -0.02%

Weekly Change 2.5% 1.43% 3.25%

MAJOR STOCK INDEX
PERFORMANCE



1
Mo

2
Mo

3
Mo

4
Mo

6
Mo

1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 7 Yr
10
Yr

20
Yr

30
Yr

Monday 5.56 5.53 5.58 5.6 5.56 5.44 4.98 4.69 4.38 4.32 4.2 4.48 4.29

Tuesday 5.54 5.53 5.56 5.57 5.52 5.37 4.87 4.56 4.26 4.21 4.12 4.42 4.23

Wednesday 5.55 5.53 5.56 5.6 5.51 5.39 4.9 4.57 4.27 4.22 4.12 4.42 4.23

Thursday 5.52 5.55 5.56 5.61 5.48 5.37 4.85 4.54 4.23 4.19 4.09 4.39 4.2

Friday 5.51 5.55 5.53 5.58 5.47 5.36 4.87 4.57 4.29 4.27 4.18 4.48 4.29

U.S. TREASURY SECURITY YIELDS
(IN PERCENT)



LINKS TO ECONOMIC/FINANCIAL
DATA FROM THIS WEEK

Dallas Fed Manufacturing Survey (August)

https://www.dallasfed.org/research/surveys/tmos

U.S. Consumer Confidence Survey (August) 

https://www.conference-board.org/data/consumerconfidence.cfm

July Job Openings and Labor Turnover (JOLTS)

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/jolts.toc.htm

GDP Second Release

https://www.bea.gov/data/gdp/gross-domestic-product

Pending Home Sales (July)

https://www.nar.realtor/newsroom/nar-statistical-news-release-

schedule

PCE Price Index (July)

https://www.bea.gov/newsreleases/news_release_sort_national.htm

Employment Situation (August)

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.toc.htm



DISCLAIMER
Past performance shown is not indicative of future results, which could differ substantially. 

The information provided is for educational and informational purposes only and does not constitute
investment advice and it should not be relied on as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy
or an offer to sell a security. It does not take into account any investor's particular investment objectives,

strategies, tax status, or investment horizon. 

The views expressed in this commentary are subject to change based on market and other conditions.
These documents may contain certain statements that may be deemed forward-looking statements.

Please note that any such statements are not guarantees of any future performance and actual results
or developments may differ materially from those projected. Any projections, market outlooks, or

estimates are based upon certain assumptions and should not be construed as indicative of actual
events that will occur.

All information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not
guaranteed. There is no representation or warranty as to the current accuracy, reliability, or

completeness of, nor liability for, decisions based on such information and it should not be relied on as
such.

Serene Financial Solutions, LLC (“serene financial solutions”) is a registered investment advisor. Advisory
services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where Serene Financial Solutions and its

representatives are properly licensed or exempt from licensure. 
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